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Introduction 
The origins for the ongoing research into female chorister singing behaviour and development at 

Wells Cathedral were a large, novel longitudinal study of young children's singing development in 

the early 1990s. The three-year longitudinal project was based at the (then) Roehampton Institute 

(now University of Roehampton) and funded by the Leverhulme Trust. Over 300 children, initially 

aged five, participated. These were drawn from ten inner city Primary schools in London. Each 

child had their singing abilities assessed individually during their first term at school. These 

individual assessments were then repeated in the following two years at ages six and seven to 

build the world’s first, large-scale longitudinal map of young children’s singing development1,2,3,4.  

As part of the longitudinal data analyses, the research team explored possible variables, 

including age and gender. Clear statistical differences emerged in terms of song singing ability 

between girls and boys, with the former—as a group—tending to being more advanced at an 

earlier age5. These age and gender findings were reinforced, subsequently, in empirical data from 

a much larger comparative study of 11,000+ children’s singing, undertaken as part of a research-

based evaluation of the National Singing Programme Sing Up in England6.  

The Leverhulme Trust-funded research team also undertook psychoacoustic analyses of 

participant children’s singing and discovered that, perceptually, young boys’ singing was often 

mistaken as girls’ up to the age of eight years, at which point a clear and accurate perception of 

singer sex was likely to emerge7. The psychoacoustic bases for these perceptual findings were 

explored and observed to relate to measurable acoustic differences in the overall sung spectra 

that connected systematically with singer age8 and gender9,10.  

These early findings also raised questions about the contexts in which children’s singing 

behaviours were being developed and led the research team to expand the psychoacoustic 

aspects of the study by recording examples of all male, all female and mixed sex children’s choirs 

of equivalent standing. Perceptual analyses of this skilled singing choral data suggested that even 
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expert listeners were often confused about the sex of the singers. One important factor in this 

confusion was whether or not the participant choir’s regular conductor had experience of working 

in the Anglican Tradition, as well as—intriguingly—the conductor’s sex. Data analyses suggested 

that girls who belonged to a choir that was conducted by a male with experience of working with 

male choristers were more likely to have their singing shaped towards a more ‘masculine’ vocal 

product and for their choir to be perceived as ‘male’11 12.  

These choir findings—with associated musical examples—were reported at a Choir 

Schools Association conference in Wells in the mid-1990s at the invitation of the then Director of 

the Music at the school, Roger Durston, and subsequently published in summary in Choir Schools 

Today13. This presentation and related publication provoked considerable media interest, as well 

as further studies in the UK and overseas. The presentation also led to an invitation to undertake 

a more systematic research investigation of the development of the female choristers at Wells. 

Following Salisbury’s example in 1991, Wells had created a female treble line in 1994 and we were 

able to record the first cohort in their final year as female choristers in May 1999. Since then, we 

have visited the school at approximately six-monthly intervals over the past 18 years and made 

n=740 digital recordings of 105 individual female choristers.  

A core research protocol has been maintained throughout that embraces recordings of 

individual choristers (a) reading a commonly used speech science text (Arthur the Rat), which has 

wide English phonetic representation and is believed to have been created originally in 187614, (b) 

vocalising individual words, both spoken and sung, (c) singing a two octave scale from G3 (G 

below middle C) to G5 (above the treble stave) and (d) singing a song – either the carol ‘This is the 

Truth’ (based in A minor) or – for less experienced choristers – a nursery rhyme, usually in the key 

of E major. One notable feature of the individual digital recordings is the use of an 

electrolaryngograph15 as well as a microphone. This dual channel recording approach has allowed 

us to tape voice source data from the action of the vocal folds within the larynx, as well as to 

record the sung acoustic output from the lips. Related research with adult professional singers 

had provided clear evidence of how extensive singing education modifies the action of the vocal 

folds to improve vocal efficiency and increase the power of the acoustic output16,17, and so we 

wanted to investigate the extent to which this change was also evident in choristers. Subsequent 

data analyses of the electrolaryngograph data at Wells (girls) and elsewhere (boys) revealed that 

this is the case for both male and female choristers, with the impact of training and education 

becoming more evident over time in the underlying pattern of vibration of the vocal folds—the 

voice source—and in the overall acoustic output from the lips18,19,20,21.  
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Since we began our investigations at Wells, opportunity has arisen from time to time to 

publish findings on different aspects of the research. These include publications related:  

(i) Perceptions of chorister gender22,23,24   

In line with the earlier research, the findings suggest that it is often difficult to 

perceive correctly the sex of the choristers when listening to snippets of chorister 

recordings (a mixture of male and female sung examples). However, some musical 

items appear to be much easier to perceive accurately than others, implying that 

accuracy may be linked to aspects of the repertoire being sung as well as voiced 

characteristics. In general, girl choristers can be mistaken as boys, but it is less 

common for boys to be mistaken as girls. Also, adult listeners tend to be better at 

correct identification of chorister sex than children.  

(ii) Related psychoacoustic studies of what appears to be happening physiologically as 

singing competency develops over time11,25,26  

In essence, the closing and opening action of the vocal folds (the pattern of 

vibration at the singing voice source) becomes more stable over time, and the 

closing phase become relatively longer – indicating that the voice is becoming less 

breathy and more efficient, being associated with increases in higher spectral 

energy – perceived as ‘ring’ in the quality of the voice; and  

(iii) Analyses of features of the musical culture that shape the chorister sound27,28 The 

professionally-focused sociocultural context shapes the girls’ singing towards a 

cultural ‘norm’ that reflects the Anglican Tradition. This context includes the 

religious rituals, the acoustic characteristics of the performance spaces, the sacred 

music repertoire, the underlying similarities and differences in anatomy and 

physiology of the choristers’ vocal instruments, regular singing with professional 

adult male singers in four-part harmony, and the expectations of the musical 

director, clergy and congregations. Collectively these combine to constrain 

possible variations in chorister behaviours.   

Opportunity has also been taken to reflect on the pedagogical issues related to the 

teaching of female choristers, how these have much in common with approaches to the 

development of male choristers, and of how the individual director of music has an impact on the 

sound of the choir29.  
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Overall, the Wells female chorister data has provided new insights into the impact of 

education and training on young female voices, and of how such voices develop over time, as well 

as key factors that shape such development.  

 

 

Note: This overview is written on behalf of the core Wells Female Chorister Research Team: Professor Graham 

F. Welch (UCL), Professor David M. Howard (Royal Holloway) and Dr Evangelos Himonides (UCL). The 

research would not be possible without the ongoing support of the school and cathedral and we are extremely 

grateful to the leadership and management of both organisations, especially the successive Directors of Music 

at the school and the two Organists and Masters of the Choristers, Malcolm Archer and Matthew Owens. 

Nevertheless, without the willingness of the participant choristers and ex-choristers to freely give their time 

and share their singing expertise, this study could not exist. Our research and publications are dedicated to all 

of them for their outstanding generosity and demonstrably high musicality. 
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